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Abstract The well-conserved NBS domain of resistance

(R) genes cloned from many plants allows the use of a

PCR-based approach to isolate resistance gene analogs

(RGAs). In this study, we isolated an RGA (CapRGC) from

Capsicum annuum ‘‘CM334’’ using a PCR-based approach.

This sequence encodes a protein with very high similarity

to Rx genes, the Potato Virus X (PVX) R genes from

potato. An evolutionary analysis of the CapRGC gene and

its homologs retrieved by an extensive search of a Sola-

naceae database provided evidence that Rx-like genes

(eight ESTs or genes that show very high similarity to Rx)

appear to have diverged from R1 [an NBS-LRR R gene

against late blight (Phytophthora infestans) from potato]-

like genes. Structural comparison of the NBS domains of

all the homologs in Solanaceae revealed that one novel

motif, 14, is specific to the Rx-like genes, and also indi-

cated that several other novel motifs are characteristic of

the R1-like genes. Our results suggest that Rx-like genes

are ancient but conserved. Furthermore, the novel con-

served motifs can provide a basis for biochemical struc-

tural–function analysis and be used for degenerate primer

design for the isolation of Rx-like sequences in other plant

species. Comparative mapping study revealed that the

position of CapRGC is syntenic to the locations of Rx and

its homolog genes in the potato and tomato, but cosegre-

gation analysis showed that CapRGC may not be the

R gene against PVX in pepper. Our results confirm previ-

ous observations that the specificity of R genes is not

conserved, while the structure and function of R genes are

conserved. It appears that CapRGC may function as a

resistance gene to another pathogen, such as the nematode

to which the structure of CapRGC is most similar.

Keywords Rx � CapRGC � Solanaceae �
Resistance gene analogs (RGAs) � Evolution

Introduction

Nearly 60 disease-resistance (R) genes have been cloned

from different monocot and dicot plant species to date

(Martin et al. 2003). Although these R genes confer resis-

tance to very different pathogens, the encoded proteins

share conserved domains (McDowell and Woffenden

2003). The most prevalent type of R gene encodes a protein

containing a nucleotide-binding site domain (NBS) and a

leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain. The NBS-LRR R genes

can be subdivided based on deduced features of their

N-terminal structures: many have a domain with homology

to the Toll-interleukin-1 receptor (TIR-NBS-LRR), while

others contain putative coiled-coil domains (CC-NBS-

LRR) (Martin et al. 2003). The NBS domain is highly

conserved among NBS-LRR R genes. Although the LRR

domain is relatively diverse, some conserved amino acid

sequences exist in many NBS-LRR R genes. The CC or

TIR domains are thought to be involved in protein–protein

interactions with downstream signaling components or

other proteins that have a protective function (DeYoung
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and Innes 2006). The NBS domain binds and hydrolyzes

ATP; this process is triggered by virulent pathogens for

defense signaling (Tameling et al. 2002; Tameling and

Baulcombe 2007). The LRR domain provides pathogen

specificity by recognizing pathogen gene products via

protein–protein interactions (Dangl and Jones 2001).

NBS-LRR proteins possess a putative nucleotide bind-

ing domain that is involved in signal transduction (Ellis and

Jones 1998). This domain is composed of several short

amino-acid motifs that are highly conserved among family

members, namely the P-loop (GVGKTT), kinase-2

(LLVLDDVW), RNBS-B (GSRIIITTRD), RNBS-C

(YEVxxLSEDEAWELFCKxAF), and GLPL (CGGLPLA)

motifs (Meyers et al. 1999; Pan et al. 2000). The well-

described P-loop, RNBS-A, and GLPL motifs are highly

conserved in nearly all plant NBS domains, including TIR

and non-TIR NBS-LRRs (Meyers et al. 1999; Pan et al.

2000). However, Pan et al. (2000) demonstrated that TIR

and non-TIR NBS-LRRs can be distinguished by motifs

found within the NBS domain. The distinctive motif near

the P-loop (FDLxAWVCVSQxF) and another motif near

the carboxy terminus of the NBS domain (CFLYCALFP)

are specific for non-TIR NBS-LRRs. In addition, a single

residue in the highly conserved kinase-2 (LLVLDDVW/D)

motif within the NBS can be used to predict the presence of

the TIR domain with 95% accuracy; a tryptophan

(W) residue is found in non-TIR proteins, whereas an

aspartic acid (D) residue is found in TIR-containing pro-

teins. Besides the previously defined motifs in the NBS

domain, a recent study defined numerous novel motifs by

genome-wide analysis of NBS-LRR-encoding genes in

Arabidopsis (Meyers et al. 2003). Some motifs were con-

served in both TIR and non-TIR NBS-LRRs, whereas

others were characteristic of either the TIR or the non-TIR

NBS-LRR group. Furthermore, some motifs were specific

to individual subgroups. Although the functions of most of

the identified motifs are unknown, these observations are

especially important for researchers who hope to ‘‘harvest’’

R-gene sequences from plant genomes using degenerate

primers (Young 2000), and can be used to classify the

sequences into subgroups with discrete functions (Saraste

et al. 1990; Traut 1994).

A large number of resistance gene analogs (RGAs) have

been isolated from many plant species by PCR amplifica-

tion using degenerate primers (Friederike and Bodo 2005;

Noir et al. 2001; Zhu et al. 2002), as well as by genomic

and EST sequencing projects (Xiao et al. 2006; Rossi et al.

2003). Genetic studies of these R genes and RGAs have

provided insight into the evolution of R genes and the

mechanisms that generate variation in these genes. These

studies have demonstrated that many R genes are clustered

in plant genomes; this clustered arrangement of R genes

may contribute to the generation of novel resistance

specificities via recombination or gene conversion (Hulbert

et al. 2001). The recent availability of more NBS-LRR

sequences from ongoing genomic projects and the devel-

opment of bioinformatic resources has enhanced our

understanding of the evolutionary constraints in this gene

family and provided greater insight into the ways in which

variation is introduced and maintained. Comparisons of

orthologs and paralogs of the NBS-LRR gene family in

Arabidopsis thaliana allowed the construction of a model

of R gene evolution: divergent selection, rather than

unequal crossing-over and gene conversion, acts on arrays

of solvent-exposed residues in the LRR, resulting in the

evolution of individual R genes (Michelmore and Meyers

1998). In addition, positively selected positions were

shown to be disproportionately located in the LRR domain,

and it has been hypothesized that solvent-exposed sub-

motifs and LRR length elasticity could influence resistance

specificity (Mondragón-Palomino et al. 2002).

The Rx gene is the R gene conferring extreme resistance

against Potato Virus X (PVX) in potato. Two Rx genes, Rx1

and Rx2, have been identified in two different potato spe-

cies (S. tuberosum and S. acaule). The two Rx genes show

very high similarity to each other (95% nucleotide

sequence similarity) (Bendahmane et al. 1999, 2002), and

are typical CC-NBS-LRR R genes. The Rx1 gene falls into

the R-gene cluster containing Gpa2, a disease resistance

gene against potato cyst nematode Globodera pallid;

RGC1, a putative R protein whose function is unknown,

and the pseudogene RGC3 (van der Vossen et al. 2000). As

they are well-characterized R genes, the interactive pro-

teins of the Rx genes and the activation mechanism for the

defense response have been intensively investigated

(Moffett et al. 2002; Rairdan and Moffett 2006; Tameling

and Baulcombe 2007; Sacco et al. 2007).

The objectives of the present study were to clone an Rx

homolog CapRGC and test if CapRGC confers resistance

to PVX in C. annuum. In addition, we performed an evo-

lutionary analysis of the CapRGC gene and revealed that

Rx-like genes are ancient but conserved.

Materials and methods

Plant materials and virus inoculation

An F2 population containing 101 individuals (‘‘AC99’’)

developed by crossing C. annuum ‘‘NuMex RNaky’’ with

C. chinense ‘‘PI159234’’ was used to compare Rx homolog

locations in tomato, pepper, and potato genomes (Living-

stone et al. 1999).

A different F2 population from a cross of the PVX-

resistant cultivar C. annuum ‘‘CM334’’ and PVX-suscep-

tible cultivar C. annuum ‘‘Early Calwonder’’ (ECW) (Shi
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et al. 2008) was used for genetic analysis. The responses of

the parents and 96 segregating F2 plants to the PVX-USA

strain, a field isolate from Washington State (USA), was

evaluated at Seoul National University (SNU). The third-

and fourth-oldest leaves of 5-week-old seedlings at the 4–6

true leaf stage were inoculated by a mechanical inoculation

method. The inoculum preparation and greenhouse condi-

tions were as previously described (Shi et al. 2008).

Symptom development was monitored for up to 8 weeks,

and an ELISA test was performed to determine PVX

accumulation. This population was also used for cosegre-

gation analysis.

PCR condition for NBS and LRR fragment

amplification

Several primers were designed according to the conserved

motifs in the NBS domain of the cloned Rx1 and Rx2 genes

from potato. These primers are listed in Table 1. PCR was

performed in 25 ll reaction volumes containing 1 ll of

50 ng/ll DNA template, 2.5 ll of 109 PCR buffer

[20 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0), 100 mM KCl, and 2 mM

MgCl2], 2 ll of 10 mM dNTPs, 0.5 ll of 10 lM forward

primer, 0.5 ll of 10 lM reverse primer, 0.2 ll of Taq DNA

polymerase, and 18.3 ll dH2O. The PCR program com-

prised an initial 5 min incubation at 94�C for denaturation

followed by 35 cycles of 94�C for 1 min, the annealing

temperature of every primer set for 1 min, 72�C for 2 min,

and an external extension step of 5 min at 72�C. The PCR

reaction was performed in a thermocycler (My CyclerTM,

Bio-Rad, USA). The PCR products were separated by

electrophoresis on 1% agarose in 19 TE buffer and

observed on a UV trans-illuminator (Bio-Rad, USA).

DNA isolation and SNP marker development

The DNA of the parents and F2 progenies were extracted

from young leaf tissues using a simplified standard cetyl-

trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) protocol (Shi et al.

2008). To assay the SNPs, we used high-resolution melting

(HRM) analysis. PCR amplification and HRM analysis

were performed using a Rotor-GeneTM 6000 (Corbett Life

Science, Sydney, Australia). A standard PCR was per-

formed in a 20 ll reaction volume as described by Park

et al. (2009). All SNP markers were prepared using the

following PCR protocol: initial denaturation at 95�C for

4 min, 50 cycles of amplification, each consisting of 95�C

for 15 s, annealing for 15 s, and extension at 72�C for 30 s.

HRM analysis was performed automatically after the PCR

with the temperature ramped up from 70 to 95�C at a rate

of 0.1�C/s after the final extension step. The Rotor-Gene

6000 real-time rotary analyzer created melting curves, and

version 1.7 of its software was used to discriminate geno-

types. Primer sequences and Tm values are summarized in

Table 1.

Genetic analysis and map construction

For genetic analysis, the goodness of fit between ratios of

resistant:susceptible plants according to various genetic

Table 1 Primers used in this research

Primers Primer sequence (50–30) Amplicon

size (bp)

Tm (�C) Marker assay or

primer description

Population

PRS-4-F 50-GATGGGAGGTATCGGGAAAACAACT-30 Kinase1 –

PRS-5-R 50-CCGAGTAGTCAGGAGTATTCTGCTTCC-30 310 60 Kinase3 –

PRS-6-R 50-GTCCAGCAATCACAGTAATTGCTAGAGG-30 509 57 GLPL motif –

PRS-7-R 50-TTGCAAAATATAGAAAACACGGTTTTAG-30 671 60 CFLY motif –

PRS-8-R 50-ACAGAGTTCACGGGTCACATCATGC-30 886 60 MHD motif –

KS16 50-CTACTCCACAATATCCTCTGCGT-30

50-CACCGTCACTATCACGATCATT-30
1104 (gDNA)

555 (cDNA)

55 LRR domain –

KS19 50-GTACTTCCTCGTCTGGAAGC-30

50-CTAGCAAAAAGATGGCCTAAAG-30
460 (gDNA)

460 (cDNA)

52 LRR domain –

La-BAC 50-GGGAAATTCTTTCTCGAACTTCTG-30

50-CACCTCTATTATATCCTCTGGCAAT-30
375 60 SNP AC99

46BACend 50-CTGTTGAGAATTCCGCCAATC-30

50-AGAGAAAATAAGAGAAGGCAGAGCA-30
313 64 SNP AC99

Rx1-BAC 50-CCTTCTTAACCTTGGACTACTGCT-30

50-TGTTGATTCCACTCTATGGTCG-30
431 60 SNP AC99

Probe-LRR 50-GTACTGGAGAGCAAGTAGTGGTCA-30

50-AGAAAATAAGAGAAGGCAGAGCAG-30
452 56 Probe –
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hypotheses were tested using the v2 test. P values were

calculated in Graphpad Prism (http://www.graphpad.com/

quickcalcs/pvalue1.cfm). The developed SNP markers

were mapped by analyzing the AC99 F2 populations using

CarthaGene software (De Givry et al. 2005). Linkage

analysis was performed with a logarithm of odds (LOD)

value of 6.0 and a maximum distance of 30 cM.

BAC library screening and contig assembly

We used a pepper BAC library developed from C. annuum

‘‘CM334’’ (Yoo et al. 2001, 2003). Two probes derived

from partial sequences of the LRR domain and NBS domain

of CapRGC were used for BAC library screening. Library

screening and plasmid DNA isolation were performed as

described previously (Yoo et al. 2003). To determine the

size of the screened BAC insertions, BAC clones were

digested with NotI and separated by pulsed-field gel elec-

trophoresis on a CHEF DRIII (Bio-Rad, USA). Screened

BAC clones were validated by colony PCR and direct

sequencing of colony PCR products. Positive BAC clones

were fingerprinted by HindIII digestion (Macrogen,

Korean), and fragments were assembled using the FPC

program (Luo et al. 2003). One of the positive BAC clones

was fully sequenced (NICEM, Korea).

Solanaceae unigene research

For phylogenic analysis, Rx homologs were obtained from

the SOL Genomics Network (SGN) unigene database

(http://sgn.cornell.edu/) using the protein query-translated

database (tblastn) program with default parameters. The

full length and NBS domain sequences of all four previ-

ously identified Rx homologs (Rx1, Rx2, Gpa2, RGC1)

from potato (van der Vossen et al. 2000) and the CapRGC1

gene in this study were used as query sequences. Because

the Rx homologs are members of a very large gene family,

the threshold value was set very low (10-40) to filter out

other unrelated R genes. Selected sequences were checked

manually to determine whether the aligned EST sequences

showed at least 95% similarity. If the sequence identity

was higher than 95%, the assembled unigene sequence was

used directly; otherwise, just the EST sequence that

showed similarity to Rx was used for further sequence

analysis. Selected tomato unigenes were used as query

sequences to obtain full-length unigenes. To improve the

accuracy of the phylogenic analysis, ESTs containing NBS

sequences longer than 300 bp in length were selected and

used for further analysis.

In addition to the Rx homologs from SGN, 12 cloned R

proteins [Hero(CAD29728); Mi(AAC97933); Sw-5b(AAG

31014); Prf(AAC49408); I2(AAD27815); I2C-5(AAL0

1986); Tm22(AAQ10736) from tomato; R1(AAL39063);

R3a(AAW48299), Rpi-blb2(AAZ95005) and RB(AAW

48299) from potato and Bs2(AAF09256) from pepper] were

also included in this analysis.

Sequence analysis

DNA sequence and amino acid sequence alignments were

performed using ClustalW (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/

clustalw2/index.html). GENESCAN (http://genes.mit.edu/

GENSCAN.html) and FGENESH (http://linux1.softberry.

com/berry.phtml) were used for BAC sequence annotation

of a Rx1-containing BAC from potato, a CapRGC-con-

taining BAC from pepper, and a LaRGC-containing BAC

from tomato. NBS and LRR domain identification in

CapRGC was performed using Pfam (http://pfam.sanger.

ac.uk/), and COILS (http://www.ch.embnet.org/software/

COILS_form.html) was used for CC domain prediction.

The nucleotide sequence translation, protein PI, and

molecular weight calculations were carried out using the

ExPASy Proteomics Server (http://www.expasy.ch/).

To align the NBS domain, predicted protein sequences

were trimmed at the first glycine in the P-loop motif and at

the last amino acid in the MHDV motif. Phylogenic anal-

yses, including bootstrap analysis, were performed for the

aligned NBS domain sequences using MEGA 4.0 (Kumar

et al. 2008). The confidence for each branch point was

assessed by bootstrap analysis. Conserved motif analysis

was performed using the MEME program (http://

meme.sdsc.edu) (Bailey et al. 2006) with default settings,

with the exception of the minimal and maximal motif

widths, which were set to 6 and 40 amino acids,

respectively.

Results

Isolation of an Rx homolog in pepper using

a PCR-based approach

A PCR-based approach was used in this study to clone

an Rx homolog in CM334. For NBS domain isolation,

five conserved motif sequences in the NBS domain of

the Rx1 gene (Fig. 1a) were used for primer design

(Table 1). The sequencing results for the fragments

amplified by these primers showed that they encoded the

same sequence and exhibited very high sequence simi-

larities with the potato Rx1 and Rx2 sequences. The

longest fragment (amplified using the primer combination

of PRS-4/8; Fig. 1a) had amino acid sequence identities

of 76 and 75% with Rx2 and Rx1, respectively. This

longest fragment was therefore considered to be a partial

NBS domain fragment of the Rx homolog in pepper, and

was designated ‘‘PNBS.’’
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To isolate the LRR domain, the Rx1 and Rx2 sequences

were used to query the pepper EST database (http://

210.218.199.240/SOL/search.php) with tblastx. We found

two ESTs, KS16023D08 and KS19039A05, showing rela-

tively high similarities (62 and 54%, respectively) to the Rx

sequences. Primer sets KS16 and KS19 (Table 1) were

designed based on the EST sequences. The primer set

KS16 amplified a 550 bp fragment from cDNA (Fig. 1b),

while primer set KS19 produced a cDNA fragment of less

than 500 bp (Fig. 1b). These two fragments were desig-

nated ‘‘KS16N’’ and ‘‘KS19A,’’ respectively (Fig. 1b).

Taken together, one NBS domain fragment (PNBS) and

two LRR domain fragments (KS16N, KS19A) were iso-

lated from CM334.

To obtain a longer fragment, PCR reactions were per-

formed using gDNA and cDNA (Fig. 1c). The primer

combinations of PSR4 and KS16-R and KS16-F(R) ampli-

fied fragments from cDNA and gDNA of the expected sizes

predicted from the potato Rx genes (Fig. 1c). Sequence

analysis of the amplified fragments showed that they had

high amino acid identity to many of the cloned R proteins

and the highest similarity to potato Rx2, with an identity of

nearly 70%. On the other hand, all primer combinations of

PSR4 with KS19-F(R) and KS19-R produced very weak

1 kb bands with cDNA and a [3 kb band from gDNA,

which did not show significant similarity to Rx genes.

Therefore, only this fragment—designated PNBS—was

selected for further characterization.

Gene sequencing and structure analysis

To obtain a full-length Rx homolog, a 129 pepper BAC

library was screened using KS16N and PNB16 as probes.

Three BAC clones, 474D13, 311N13 and 460F01, were

obtained from 91 positive clones after rescreening by col-

ony PCR. Among the three BAC clones, the sequence of

BAC 460F01 was determined. A total of 17 genes were

predicted in a 125 kb sequence of BAC 460F01, and one

NBS-LRR gene, designated CapRGC, was identified. The

genomic DNA size of CapRGC is 3409 bp, and it contains

Fig. 1 Isolation of a partial

fragment of CapRGC. For a and

b, DNA samples were prepared

from ‘‘CM334.’’ a Kinase

domain isolation. Primers were

designed based on five

conserved motifs in the kinase

domain of the potato Rx gene.

The PNBS fragment was

amplified using the primer

combination of PRS-4/8.

b Isolation of two LRR domain

fragments. c Connection of

three isolated fragments. RNA

samples were prepared from a

PVX inoculated ‘‘CM334’’

leaves sample. One long

fragment was obtained by

connecting PNBS and KS16N
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one intron with a size of 580 bp, while the cDNA length is

2697 bp (Fig. 2). CapRGC encodes a protein of 941 amino

acids with a predicted molecular weight of 107.4 kDa and a

pI of 5.08. The protein contains a putative coil-coiled

domain (CC) in the N-terminal region and a putative NBS

domain with P-loop (GIGKTT), kinase 2 (RYL-

VVIDDIW), and RNBS-B (GSRILLTTR) motifs located

next to the CC domain. The characteristic motifs of NBS-

LRR genes, namely GLPL, CFLY, and MHD, were also

identified in this gene. The putative LRR domain of Cap-

RGC has 16 imperfect repeats, and the C-terminal part of

CapRGC contains a motif with unknown function but a

similar sequence to the C-terminal tails of Rx1 and Rx2.

CapRGC and Rx2 showed the highest amino acid

sequence identity (71%). The CapRGC protein is 70%

identical to Rx1, Gpa2, and the other Rx homolog RGC1

(van der Vossen et al. 2000). At the nucleotide sequence

level, the CapRGC gene is 80% similar to the Rx genes

(Rx1 and Rx2) and the Rx homologs (Gpa2 and RGC1).

The sequence similarity extends throughout the full

sequence; even the C-terminal motif of CapRGC showed

high similarity to the C-termini of other NBS-LRR R

proteins, such as the Bs2 protein involved in resistance to

bacterial spot disease in pepper (Tai et al. 1999), the Mi-1

protein conferring resistance to root-knot nematodes in

tomato (Nombela et al. 2003), and the I2C-1 protein

showing resistance to Fusarium oxysporum fsp lycopersici

in tomato (Fig. 3).

Phylogenic analysis of Rx homologs in the Solanaceae

family

A database search for Rx homologs in the Solanaceae

resulted in 27 nonredundant NBS coding gene analogs

(RGAs) from Solanum tuberosum, Nicotiana tabacum,

Ipomoea batatas, Coffea canephora, and Solanum lycop-

ersicon. A phylogenic tree was generated using MEGA4

for all the retrieved RGAs together with the 12 previously

cloned R genes (Fig. 4). To make consistent comparisons,

only the conserved region between the P loop and MHDV

motifs was used for the phylogenic analysis. Bootstrap

support for nodes was high, indicating that the phylogenic

tree generated is robust. The phylogenic analysis revealed

three major groups: A, B, and C. The B group includes two

subgroups: B1 and B2. The Rx genes and the other 6 RGAs

clustered in the B2 group and this subgroup were

Fig. 2 The structure of

CapRGC. a Schematic diagram

of the CapRGC gene. Open
boxes indicate coding sequence

and lines angled downwards are

intron positions. b Deduced

CapRGC protein sequence. The

amino-acid sequence of

CapRGC is divided into four

domains (A–D), as described in

the text. The six conserved

motifs (P-loop, RNBS-A,

kinase-2, RNBS-B, GLPL,

RNBS-D, MHD) forming the

NBS region are bold. The

conserved amino acid in the

LRR subdomain is indicated by

underlining
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designated the Rx-like group (Fig. 4). The evolutionary

relationships among the A, B and C groups in this phylo-

genic tree are consistent with those reported in previous

studies. The CC-NBS-LRR sequences were divided into

R1-like and non-R1-like subclusters in a previous study

(Trognitz and Trognitz 2005). When we compared our

results with those in the previous study, the cloned R

proteins I2, I2C-5, and RB in the C group all grouped

within the non-R1-like subcluster, while the other R pro-

teins in the A and B groups were included in an R1-like

subcluster. As shown in Fig. 4, the B2 subgroup is clearly

delineated from the B1 subgroup and the A group, and

forms a distinct small subgroup in the R1-like cluster.

Therefore, Rx-like genes appear to have diverged from the

R1-like family.

The B2 subgroup contains six potato sequences (the

three Rx1 homologs Rx2, Gpa2, RGC1, and the two uni-

gene sequences SGN-U281895 and SGN-U275797), one

pepper sequence (CapRGC), and one tomato sequence

(SGN-U326568, that is also LaRGC). The phylogenic tree

revealed that CapRGC is much closer to potato Rx genes

than tomato LaRGC. Based on the molecular clock, the

divergence of tomato and potato occurred nearly 15 mil-

lion years ago (MYA), long before that of the tomato and

pepper (Wang et al. 2008). This discrepancy may be due to

the rapid divergent evolution of Rx-like genes.

Because we used sequences from the Solanaceae family,

we investigated the distribution of homologs according to

taxon. To avoid sampling bias, extensive EST samples

(239,593 tomato ESTs, 134,365 potato ESTs, and 20,738

Rx1     162 ELEVVSI VGMGGI GKTTLATKLYSDPCI MSRFDI RAKATVSQEYCVRNVLLGLLSLTSDEPD- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - DQLADRLQKHLKGRRYLVVI DDI WTT- - E 
Gpa2    162 ELEVVSI VGMGGI GKTTLAAKLYSDPYI MSRFDI RAKATVSQEYCVRNVLLGLLSLTSDEPD- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - YQLADQLQKHLKGRRYLVVI DDI WTT- - E 
CapRGC  162 ELEVVSI VGMGGI GKTTLATKLYRDPCI MPHFDLLAKATVSQEYCARNVLLGLLSSSRDESY- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - DQLADRLQKLLKGKRYLVVI DDI WTT- - G 
Bs2     173 EPKVI PI VGMGGI GKTTLAKEVYNDESI LCRFDVHAWATI SQQHNKKEI LLGLLHSTI KMDDRVKMI G- - - - - - - - - - - - EAELADMLQKSLKRKRYLI VLDDI WSC- - E 
Mi - 1. 2  542 DLDVI SI TGMPGSGKTTLAYKVYNDKSVSRHFDLRAWCTVDQGYDDKKLLDTI FSQVSGSDSNLSEN- - - - - - - - - - - - - - I DVADKLRKQLFGKRYLI VLDDVWDT- - T 
I 2C- 1   192 NLAVVPI VGMGGMGKTTLAKAVYNDERVQKHFGLTAWFCVSEAYDAFRI TKGLLQEI GSTDLKADDNLNQLQVKLKADDNLNQLQVKLKEKLNGKRFLVVLDDVWNDNYP 
 
 
Rx1     251 AWDDI KLCFP- DCYNGSRI LLTTRNVEVAEYASSGKPPHHMRLMNFDESWNLLHKKI FEKEG- SYSPEFENI GKQI ALKCGGLPLAI TVI AGLLSKMGQRLDEWQRI GEN 
Gpa2    251 AWDDI KLCFP- DCDNGSRI LLTTRNVEVAEYASSGKPPHHMRLMNFDESWNLLHKKI FEKEG- SYSPEFENI GKQI ALKCGGLPLAI TLI AGLLSKI SKTLDEWQNVAEN 
CapRGC  251 AWDDI KLCFP- DCNKGSRI LLTTRNVEVAEYASSGKPLYHMRLMNFDESWSLLYEKVFAKD- - SFPPQFEQLGKQI ALKCGGLPLAI VVI AGLLSKLGKALSEWQSVAAN 
Bs2     269 VWDGVRRCFPTEDNAGSRI LLTTRNDEVACYAGVENFSLRMSFMDQDESWSLFKSAAFSSE- - ALPYEFETVGKQI ADECHGLPLTI VVVAGLLKSK- RTI EDWKTVAKD 
Mi - 1. 2  636 TLDELTRPFP- EAKKGSRI I LTTREKEVALHGKLNTDPLDLRLLRPDESWELLDKRTFGNE- - SCPDELLDVGKEI AENCKGLPLVADLI AGVI AGREKKRSVWLEVQSS 
I 2C- 1   302 EWDDLRNLFL- QGDI GSKI I VTTRKESVALMMDSG- - AI YMGI LSSEDSWALFKRHSLEHKDPKEHPEFEEVGKQI ADKCKGLPLALKALAGMLRSK- SEVDEWRNI LR-  
 
 
Rx1     359 VSSVVSTDPEAQCMRVLALSYHHLPSHLKPCFLYFAI FTEDEQI SVNELVELWPVEGFLNEEEGKSI EEVATTCI NELI DRSLI FI HNFSFRG- TI ESCGMHDVTRELCL 
Gpa2    359 VRSVVSTDLEAKCMRVLALSYHHLPSHLKPCFLYFAI FAEDERI YVNKLVELWAVEGFLNEEEGKSI EEVAETCI NELVDRSLI SI HNVSFDG- ETQRCGMHDVTRELCL 
CapRGC  358 I GSAVSTDVDI QCMRVLALSYHYLPHHLKPCFLYFAI FPEDELVFVDKLVELWVVEGFLKVVEMKSI EEVARKNI KDLI DRSLI SI CHSRFDG- KI ESCGMHDMI RELCL 
Bs2     376 VKSFVTNDPDERCSRVLGLSYDHLTSDLKTCLLHFGI FPEDSDI PVKNLMRSWMAEGFLKLEN- - DLEGEVEKCLQELVDRCLVLVSKRSRDGTKI RSCKVHDLI YDLCV 
Mi - 1. 2  743 LSSFI LN- SEVEVMKVI ELSYDHLPHHLKPCLLHFASWPKDTPLTI YLFTVYLGAEGFVEKTEMKGI EEVVKI YMDDLI SSSLVI CFN- - - EI GDI LNFQI HDLVHDFCL 
I 2C- 1   407 SEI WELPSCSNGI LPALMLSYNDLPAHLKQCFAYCAI YPKDYQFRKEQVI HLWI ANGLVHQFHS- - - - - - GNQYFI ELRSRSLFEMASEPSER- DVEEFLMHDLVNDLAQ 
 
 
Rx1     468 REAR- - NMNFVNVI RGKSDQNSCAQSMQRSFKSRSRI R- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I HKVEELAWCRNSEAHSI I MLGGFECVTLELS- - - - - - FKLVRVLDLG 
Gpa2    468 REAR- - NMNFVNVI RGKSDQNSCAQSMQCSFKSRSRI S- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I HNEEELVWCRNSEAHSI I TLCI FKCVTLELS- - - - - - FKLVRVLDLG 
CapRGC  467 REAR- - NLNFVNVLGGKSDQNPCAQSMQFSSKNRGRTS- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I HNKEELARCRNSEAHSVI LFSRFGYFMPELP- - - - - - FKLVRVLDLA 
Bs2     484 REVQRENI FI MNDI VLDVSYPECSYLCMYKMQPFKRVTGDEI NYCPYGLYRALLTPVNRQLRDHDNNNLLKRTHSVFSFHLEPLYYVLKSEVVH- - - - - - FKLLKVLELR 
Mi - 1. 2  849 I KAR- - KENLFDRI RSSAPSDLLPRQI TI DYDEEEEHFG- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - LNFVMFDSNKKRHSGKHLYSLRI NGDQLDDSVSDAFHLRH- - - - - - LRLI RVLDLE 
I 2C- 1   510 I ASS- - NHCI RLEDNKGSHMLEQCRHMSYSI GQDGEFEKLKSLFKSEQLRTLLPI DI QFHYSKKLSKRVLHNI LPTLRSLRALSLSHYQI EVLPNDLFI KLKLLRFLDLS 
 
 
Rx1     546 - - - LNTWPI FPSGVLSLI HLRYLSLRFNPCLQQYQGSKEAVP- - - - - - - - - SSI I DI PLSI SSLCYLQTFKLNLPFP- - SYYPFI LPSEI LTMPQLRTLCMGWNYLRSHE 
Gpa2    546 - - - LTTCPI FPSGVLSLI HLRYLSLRFNPRLQQYRGSKEAVP- - - - - - - - - SSI I DI PLSI SSLCYLQTFKLYHPFP- - NCYPFI LPSEI LTMPQLRKLCMGWNYLRSHE 
CapRGC  545 - - - SI I CPAFPSEI LHLFHLRYLALCFYPHLWQYVGSEEEVP- - - - - - - - - SSVI DI PPSI SSLFYLQTFI LNLSALDFQSYPLI LTLEI LAMPQLRHLCLYWNYLWNHE 
Bs2     588 - - - HRQI DGFPREI LSLI WLRYLSLFSY- - - - - - - GN- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FDVPPEI CRLWNLQTFI VQRFRS- - - - DI I I FAEEI WELMQLRHLKLPRFYLPDCP 
Mi - 1. 2  936 PSLI MVNDSLLNEI CMLNHLRYLRI RTQ- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - VKYLPFSFSNLWNLESLFVSNKGS- - - - - I LVLLPRI LDLVKLRVLSVGACSFFDMD 
I 2C- 1   618 - - - ETSI TKLPDSI FVLYNLETLLLSSCEYLEELPLQMEKLI NLRHLDI SNTRRLKMPLHLSRLKSLQVLVGAKFLVG- GWRMEYLGEAHNLYGSLSI LELENVVDRREA 

Rx1     642 P- - - - - TENRLVLKNLQCLNQLNPRYCTG- - - - - SFFRLFPNLKKLQVFGVPED- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FRNSQDLYDFRYLYQLEELTFRLYYPYA- - - - - - - - - -  
Gpa2    642 P- - - - - TENRLVLKSLQCLNELNPRYCTG- - - - - SFLRLFPNLKKLEVFGVKED- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FRNHKDLYDFRYLYQLEKLAFSTYYSSS- - - - - - - - - -  
CapRGC  643 P- - - - - TGKSLDLNNLQCLSGLNPWYCTR- - - - - SFFKLFPNLKKLQI CGVPED- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FRSHKDLYDFCYLDQLEELEFFLSHQYN- - - - - - - - - -  
Bs2     667 SGS- VDKGRHLDFSNLQTI SYLSPRCCTK- - - - - EVI MGI QNVKKLGI SGNKDD- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - YKSFRDSGLPNNLVYLQQLEI LSLI SVD- - - - - - - - - -  
Mi - 1. 2 1016 ADESI LI AKDTKLENLRI LGELLI SYSKDT- - - MNI FKRFPNLQVLQF- ELKES- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - WDYSTEQHWFPKLDCLTELETLCVGFKS- - - - - - - - - -  
I 2C- 1   724 VKAKMREKNHVEQLSLEWSESI SADNSQTERDI LDELRPHKNI KAVEI TGYRGTNFPNWVADPLFVKLVHLYLRNCKDCYSLPALGQLPCLEFLSI RGMHGI RVVTEEFY 
 
 
Rx1     714 - - - - - ACFLKNTAPSGST- QDPLRFQTEI LHKEI DFGGTAP- - - - PTLLLPPPDAFPQNLKSLTFRGEFSVAWKDLSI VGKLPK- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - LEVLI L 
Gpa2    714 - - - - - ACFLKNTAPLGSTPQDPLRFQMETLHLETHSRATAPPTDVPTFLLPPPDCFPQNLKSLTFSGDFFLAWKDLSI VGKLPK- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - LEVLQL 
CapRGC  715 - - - - - ACFLESNASSGSTPQYPLRFQTKFPWLP- - - - - - - PADDVPLLFLPPPDAFPQNLKYLTFTGRFFLPWKDLNI LGKLLN- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - LESLKL 
Bs2     743 - - - - - YSLLP- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - VI I SSAKAFPATLKKLKLE- RTYLSWSYLDI I AELPN- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - LEVLKL 
Mi - 1. 2 1094 - - - - - SNTNHCGSSVVTN- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - RPWDFHFPSNLKELLLY- DFPLTSDSLSTI ARLPN- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - LENLSL 
I 2C- 1   834 GRLSSKKPFNSLVKLRFEDMPEWKQWHTLGI GEFPTLEKLSI KNCPELSLEI PI QFSS- LKRLDI CDCKSVTSFPFSI LPTTLKRI KI SGCPKLKLEAPVGEMFVEYLSV 
 
 
Rx1     794 SWNAFI GKE- - - - - - - - WEVVEE- GFPHLKFLFLDDVYI RYWR- - - - - - ASSDHFPYLERVI LRDCRNLDSI PRDFADI TTL- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ALI DI DYCQQSV 
Gpa2    799 SHNAFKGEE- - - - - - - - WEVVEE- GFPHLKFLFLDSI YI RYWR- - - - - - ASSDHFPYLERLFLSDCFYLDSI PRDFADI TTL- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ALI DI FRCQQSV 
CapRGC  793 SDYACTGEE- - - - - - - - WEVDEQ- GFPHLKFLLLENSHI RYWR- - - - - - ASSGHFPCLVRLFLKYCWKLDSI PQDFADI TTL- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - QLI NI RYCAQSV 
Bs2     790 MDDACCGEE- - - - - - - - WHPI VM- GFNRLKLLLI KYSFLKFWK- - - - - - ATNDNFPVLERLMI RSCKNLKEI PI EFADI HTL- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - QLI ELRECPPKL 
Mi - 1. 2 1147 YDTI I QGEE- - - - - - - - WNMGEEDTFENLKFLNLRLLTLSKWE- - - - - - VGEESFPNLEKLKLQECGKLEEI PPSFGDI YSL- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - KFI KI VKSPQ- L 
I 2C- 1   943 I DCGCVDDI SPEFLPTARQLSI ENCHNVTRFLI PTATESLHI RNCEKLSMACGGAAQLTSLNI WGCKKLKCLPELLPSLKELRLTYCPEI EGELPFNLQI LDI RYCKKLV 
 

P-loop kinase2

RNBS-B GLPL

RNBS-D MHD 

Fig. 3 Alignment of the partial

deduced amino-acid sequences

of CapRGC and other NBS-

LRR plant R genes. A solid
background indicates identical

amino acids and a gray
background indicates

conservative substitutions. The

P-loop, kinase-2, RNBS-B and

GLPL, CFLY and MHD motifs

are underlined. Sequence gaps

inserted to maintain alignment

are shown as dashes
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pepper ESTs; http://www.sgn.cornell.edu) were included in

this analysis. In the A group, 9 of 16 RGAs were from

tomato, 4 were from potato, and none were from pepper. In

contrast, in the B group, only 1 RGA was from tomato, 8 of

13 (nearly 2/3) were from potato, and 2 from pepper. The C

group included 7 members (nearly half) from tomato, 3

from potato, and 3 from pepper among the 14 RGAs.

Therefore, the distribution of RGAs according to genus is

very uneven. This uneven distribution is consistent with

previous reports (Cannon et al. 2002). In addition, there

was a noticeable lack of orthologous partners in members

of the Solanaceae family. For example, for SGN-U482810

from tobacco and SGN-U272417 from potato, no clear

homolog could be identified in any other genus (Fig. 4).

Tm22 and Hero also seem to lack orthologs, because they

clustered with RGAs from the same genus. The uneven

distribution according to genus and the lack of orthologous

partners in other species indicate rapid divergent evolution

of this gene family after the splitting of genera.

Structural comparison of RGAs from the Solanaceae

family

To find specific conserved motifs of Rx-like genes, we used

the program MEME (Bailey et al. 2006). Because not all

unigenes contain the CC or LRR domain sequences, only the

NBS domain sequences were used for conserved motif

identification. In addition, five representative Arabidopsis

proteins (ADR1, RPS2, and RPP8 derived from the CNL-A,

CNL-B, and CNL-D clades; RPM1 and RPP13 from the

CNL-C clade) were also included in the MEME analysis as

controls (Meyers et al. 2003). A schematic alignment of the

discovered conserved motifs in all selected RGAs is shown

in Fig. 5. Among these conserved motifs, seven motifs

corresponding to conserved motifs were also found in the

five Arabidopsis proteins: the P loop (GVGKTT), kinase 2

(LLVLDDVW), RNBS-B (GSRIIITTRD); RNBS-C (YE-

VXXLSDEAWELFCKXAF), GLPL (CGGLPLA) CFLY

(CFLYCALRPED), and MHDV (MHDV) motifs (Cannon

et al. 2002; Meyers et al. 1998). Because of the close prox-

imity of the P loop to RNBS-A (FDLXAWVCVSQXF), the

P loop and partial RNBS-A motifs were merged into one

motif. These seven motifs were well conserved in all RGAs,

except for the lack of a P loop motif in one RGA and a CFLY

motif in six RGAs. All of these conserved motifs also

showed very little sequence variation other than partial

RNBS-A and RNBS-C motifs (shown in Fig. 6). The con-

servation of the P loop, kinase 2, and RNBS-B motifs has

been reported previously by Meyers et al. (1999) and

Trognitz and Trognitz (2005), and this conservation may be

due to the function of nucleotide triphosphate binding.

Comparative analysis of the identified motifs in the three

major groups as well as in five Arabidopsis proteins revealed

several novel conserved motifs. Motifs 8 and 9 were always

present together in most selected RGAs and Arabidopsis

proteins, except for Arabidopsis protein ADR and RPS2.

Motif 11 was also present in most RGAs from the Solanaceae

family and Arabidopsis, but was less conserved than motifs 8

and 9. Some motifs appeared to be more group specific.

Motif 7 was discovered in many sequences in groups A and

B, as well as in Arabidopsis proteins RPM1, RPP13, and

RPP8. When the five representative Arabidopsis proteins

were included in the phylogenic analysis (data not shown),

most RGAs showed a closer relationship with the clade C

protein RPP13, while the C1 subgroup proteins—including

I2 and the other three cloned R proteins—clustered with

RPP8 of clade D. Clade D proteins are derived from clade C

proteins (Meyers et al. 2003), so the RGAs in the current

analysis can be considered members of clade C; motif 7 is

thus a clade C-specific motif. Motif 12 was found in members

of group A and B but not C, and may be an R1-like specific

motif because the A and B groups are R1-like RGAs

(Trognitz and Trognitz 2005). Some subgroup-specific

Fig. 4 Neighbor-joining phylogenic tree based on the NBS domain

alignment of amino acid sequence of Solanaceae family RGAs and

previously cloned R genes (Hero; Mi; Sw-5b; Prf; I2; I2C-5; Tm22

from tomato; R1; R3a; Rpi-blb2 and RB from potato and Bs2 from

pepper). Numbers on the branches represent bootstrap values (for 1000

iterations). The related RGAs and R-genes are labeled A through C
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motifs such as motif 14 in the B2 subgroup, motifs 15 and 17

in the C2 subgroup, and motif 16 in the A1 subgroup were

also identified. Importantly, we found that motif 14, which

occurs in the middle of RNBS-B and RNBS-C, was only

present in members of the B2 subgroup, which contains the

closest homologs to Rx. Therefore, this motif may be con-

sidered a specific motif for closely related Rx homologs.

Taken together, many conserved motifs were found in

this study, including some previously reported motifs;

some of these motifs were group- or clade-specific motifs.

The conservation of motif 14 among the Rx homologs was

also discovered.

Mapping Rx homolog positions

To test if the locations of the Rx homologs are conserved, Rx

homologs were mapped in the pepper genome. Due to high

sequence similarity between CapRGC, Rx1, and LaRGC,

these sequences could not be used to develop molecular

markers. To localize the CapRGC gene, the T7-end sequence

of BAC 460F01 was used for marker development. Using

SNPs detected in 120 bp PCR products of T7-end sequences

from C. annuum RNaky and C. chinense PI159234, a

molecular marker (CapRGC-BAC) was developed and

mapped to the AC99 map (Fig. 7). Two BAC clones, one

from potato (NCBI accession number: AF265664) contain-

ing the Rx1 gene and the other from tomato (SGN accession

number: C12HBa0073010) containing LaRGC, were used to

identify the corresponding pepper sequences (Fig. 7). Genes

were predicted using the BAC sequences and ‘‘blasted’’

against pepper ESTs. As a result, two single copy pepper

ESTs, KS13069C04 and KS17023, were identified and used

to develop SNP markers. These markers were named Rx1-

BAC and LaRx1-BAC and mapped to the AC99 map.

Fig. 5 Identification and

distribution of conserved motifs

identified by the MEME

program in the NBS domain of

RGAs from the Solanaceae

family and Arabidopsis. The

location of each RGA in the

phylogenic tree is indicated.

P loop, kinase-2, RNBS-B,

RNBS-C, GLPL, CFLY and

MHD motifs are labeled with

numbers from I to VII,
respectively, and shaded in

green. The more conserved of

the other motifs are shaded in

light red, and the less conserved

ones in yellow
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Comparison of the positions of these three SNP markers

showed that all of the markers were located on the lower

arm of pepper chromosome 9 (Fig. 7). Rx1-BAC was

located uppermost of all three markers, followed by Cap-

RGC-BAC and La-BAC. CapRGC-BAC was 5.9 cM from

Rx1-BAC, while La-BAC resided 3.6 cM below CapRGC-

BAC. Although the two most closely related sequences,

CapRGC and LaRGC, did not map to the same location as

the Rx1 gene of potato, they were located on the same

chromosome arm in very close proximity. These results

indicate that the two Rx homologs are located at syntenic

positions to the Rx1 gene in potato.

Inheritance analysis of PVX-USA resistance

in C. annuum CM334

Germplasm screening revealed that CM334 was resistant to

PVX, whereas ECW was susceptible (Shi et al. 2008). The

lack of visible symptoms in CM334 was very similar to the

potato immune response mediated by Rx genes. However,

the resistant response in CM334 was not the same as the Rx

response in that there was very little systemic CP accu-

mulation in leaves of CM334, but high accumulation in

inoculated leaves. Genetic mapping of the resistance was

performed using an F2 population derived from CM334 and

Fig. 6 Multiple sequence alignment of NBS domain regions for the

RGAs from the Solanaceae family, generated by ClustalW. The seven

previously reported conserved motifs of the NBS domain (P loop,

kinase 2, RNBS-B, RNBS-C, GLPL, RNBS-D and MHD) are

indicated by dashed boxes
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ECW. The segregation ratio of the 96 individuals fitted

exactly to a 3 (68 resistant plants):1(28 susceptible plants)

ratio (X2 = 0.889, P = 0.346), which is a typical Mende-

lian segregation ratio of a single dominant gene. An SNP

marker (LRR-HRM) was developed based on the CapRGC

sequence and tested in the population segregating for PVX

resistance. When the CapRGC gene was used to test co-

segregation with the PVX resistance, nearly one-third of

the phenotypes did not match with the genotypes. This

result demonstrated that the Rx homolog CapRGC does not

confer resistance to PVX in pepper.

Discussion

Function of the CapRGC gene

Comparative genetic analysis can be used to identify genes

encoding for common traits between different plant spe-

cies. While conservation of gene structural and functional

correspondence was observed for genes controlling mor-

phological and physiological traits, R genes do not appear

to follow the patterns. A sequence comparison of the pre-

dicted protein CapRGC with other available R protein

sequences revealed that this protein belongs to the CC-

NBS-LRR family, and that it has a high sequence similarity

and conserved genomic location when compared to the Rx1

gene of potato. However, this gene does not confer resis-

tance to PVX in pepper. Our results confirm the previous

observation that the structures and positions of R genes are

conserved, while functions of R genes are evolving very

rapidly (Grube et al. 2000).

It appears that the CapRGC gene is a CC-NBS-LRR gene

that confers resistance to pathogen species unrelated to

PVX. To determine the function of this gene, various

pathogen species should be tested. However, due to the

specific interaction of R genes and pathogen species, this

would be a challenging task. Furthermore, a recent study

found novel functions of the NBS-LRR gene aside from

triggering the resistance response, making it more difficult

to predict the functions of NBS-LRR genes. For example,

NRC1, which encodes a CC-NBS-LRR-type R protein,

plays a role in the cell death signaling pathway triggered by

Cf and other R proteins such as Pto, Rx, and Mi (Gabriëls

et al. 2007). Peart et al. (2005) demonstrated that NRG1 is

associated with N-mediated resistance against tobacco

mosaic virus (TMV). There is also indirect evidence from

the analysis of ADR1 (Grant et al. 2003) and RT4-4 (Seo

et al. 2006) that they have functions in addition to pathogen

recognition. ADR1 gene mutant adr1 plants exhibited

resistance to biotrophic pathogens from the genus Pero-

nospora and had a constitutive expression pattern (Grant

Fig. 7 Comparative genetic

maps of the Rx1 locus in potato,

the CapRGC loci in pepper, and

the LaRGC locus in tomato. The

order of comparative maps is

the potato P12 according to

Livingstone et al. (1999) and

pepper P9(1) and pepper P9(2).

The pepper P9(2) was

constructed by our lab and just

some common markers with

P9(1) and newly developed

markers in this works are shown
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et al. 2003). Transgenic plants containing RT4-4 showed

resistance to Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) (Seo et al.

2006). Surprisingly, an NBS-LRR gene has even been

shown to confer plant susceptibility. LOV1 has been

demonstrated to confer susceptibility to C. victoriae in

Arabidopsis (Lorang et al. 2007). Therefore, it is also

possible that CapRGC may also function in disease resis-

tance pathways triggered by another R protein.

The specific amino acid compositions of Rx-like genes

and the existence of a distinct CNL group subcluster

Motif 14, discovered by MEME analysis in all of the

selected RGAs from the Solanaceae family, may be an Rx

gene family-specific motif. This motif was present in all

eight members of the B2 subgroup (the Rx-like genes),

namely LaRGC from tomato; CapRGC from pepper, and

Rx1, Rx2, Gpa2, RGC1 and two unigene sequences (SGN-

U275797, SGN-U281895) with a disease resistance anno-

tation in potato. However, this motif was not found in

members of other groups in this study, even Bs2, which is

considered to be an Rx homolog (Mazourek et al. 2009). In

this study, we also incorporated five representative Ara-

bidopsis protein sequences into the motif analysis, and

motif 14 was not found in these five sequences—not even

RPP13, which is the Arabidopsis protein most closely

related to Rx-like RGAs (data not shown). Thus, motif 14

may be a specific and ancient motif, because in comparison

with other subgroups, the longer branch leading to sub-

group B2 indicates a relatively ancient origin for Rx-like

genes, but motif 14 was well remained in the long time of

Rx-like genes. Although the role of motif 14 is not clear,

Rx-like genes contain specific amino acid components and

motif 14 can be used to identify and group Rx-like genes.

The eight Rx-like genes grouped together and formed a

distinct subgroup within the family of non-TIR sequences.

Friederike and Bodo (2005) analyzed R1-like genes from

non-TIR-non-R1 RGAs and found that they formed a

subcluster within the group of non-TIR RGAs. In our

phylogenic analysis, Rx1, Rx2, and Gpa2 were members of

one subgroup, while R1 and Prf were members of another

group that included all members of the R1-like group

(Friederike and Bodo 2005). These findings suggest that

Rx-like genes are derived from R1-like genes, and that Rx-

like genes have diverged at the amino acid level and thus

form a distinct subcluster of Rx-like genes.

Uneven distribution of RGAs within different plant

lineages

The uneven distribution of RGAs within different plant

lineages fits the birth and death hypothesis. The phenom-

enon of uneven distribution is evident from our comparison

of the RGA sequences from tomato, potato, and pepper.

Similar conclusions have been reported for other gene

families and R class genes isolated from other species

(Cannon et al. 2002; Martinez et al. 2005; Pan et al. 2000).

Martinez et al. (2005) considered the lack of orthologous

partners in rice and barley to be due to the rapid evolution

of the cystatin family after the monocot–dicot split. This

phenomenon is more common for R genes. Pan et al.

(2000) discovered null alleles between L. esculentum and

L. pennellii. Cannon et al. (2002) also detected unevenness

in the distribution of R genes within different plant lineages

in Brassicaceae and Fabaceaea after excluding the possi-

bility of EST sample bias. These results are consistent with

the birth and death hypothesis of R-gene diversification

(Michelmore and Meyers 1998), which posits that contin-

ued rapid evolution induced the loss of some RGAs in

some plant lineages and the gain of other RGAs in other

plant lineages.

Conserved motifs

The most prevalent class of R genes encodes proteins that

contain conserved domains: an NBS domain in the middle,

an LRR domain in the C-terminal region, and either a CC

domain or a TIR domain in the N-terminal region. The

roles of the various domains have been inferred based on

homology with better characterized proteins in other

organisms. In the current study, the unavailability of

complete genome sequences limited the scope of this

sequence analysis, so only the NBS domain sequences

were used for conserved motif analysis.

The conserved motifs of CC-NBS-LRR R proteins in

Arabidopsis have been studied extensively by Meyers et al.

(2003), but a direct comparison of the consensus sequences

of the identified conserved motifs was not possible in this

study because different minimal and maximal motif widths

were set in the MEME analysis in order to ensure that the

known conserved motifs that had been reported previously

were not split, and these parameters were always set

empirically by sequencing using in analysis (personal

communication with Blake Meyers).

Our study identified some additional conserved motifs

within the NBS domain in addition to the previously defined

motifs. Some motifs were conserved in both the Solanaceae

family and Arabidopsis. Although it was not possible to

directly compare the conserved motifs discovered in this

study with those found in Arabidopsis, the motifs do not

seem to be novel motifs because of their presence in most of

the five Arabidopsis proteins examined. The inclusion of

five representative Arabidopsis proteins in our analysis

allowed us to differentiate motifs conserved in both Ara-

bidopsis and the Solanaceae family from those present in

only Arabidopsis or members of the Solanaceae. In this
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study, motifs specific to the C clade, R1-like clade, and even

some subgroup clades were discovered. Whether these

conserved motifs reflect a more ancient origin or a specific

function is unknown. Biochemical structure–function

analyses, including mutation studies, are necessary to

determine the precise roles of the conserved motifs (Meyers

et al. 2003). The definition of conserved and variable motifs

has technical consequences for the use of PCR with

degenerate primers as a strategy to isolate homologous R

genes. In addition, the defined conserved motifs can also be

used to classify R gene sequences into subgroups with

discrete functions (Meyers et al. 2003; Traut 1994).

Although only a limited number of sequences from other

genera such as sweet potato and tobacco were used in this

study because of the lack of extensive EST sequences, the

specific motifs that we defined may facilitate degenerate

primer design to isolate specific sequences such as Rx-

specific sequences or C clade-specific sequences.

Plant R proteins share conserved structural features. The

two R proteins that confer resistance to PVX thus far

characterized (Rx1, Rx2) are members of the CC-NBS-

LRR class of proteins and share very high sequence simi-

larity (95%). Although PVX accumulation was detected in

the inoculated leaves of pepper plants, no obvious symp-

toms were detected in inoculated and systemic leaves,

which is one of the features of the Rx immune response.

Therefore, it is tempting to speculate that R genes of this

class may be involved in PVX resistance in CM334;

however, the cosegregation analysis did not support this

hypothesis. Evolutionary analysis of the Rx genes and their

homologs in the Solanaceae family indicated that Rx-like

genes diverged from R1-like genes, and revealed that the

Rx-like genes in potato, tomato, and pepper genomes are

syntenic. The conserved motifs discovered in our study can

be used as a basis for mutation analysis, degenerate primer

design, and R protein grouping (Table 2).
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